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[1] During geomagnetic polarity transitions the Earth’s internal magnetic field is expected
to deviate significantly from the dipolar configuration observed today, and higher-order
multipoles can become important. Their effects on the magnetosphere are investigated
in this study by means of MHD simulations. We look at quadrupolar configurations
and vary the parameters that are expected to be most important in determining the large-
scale current systems and the field line topology of such paleomagnetospheres, namely,
(1) the orientation of the internal field as well as (2) the orientation of the interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) with respect to the solar wind flow, and (3) the quadrupole shape
parameter which controls the topology of the internal field. Zero IMF conditions yield
reference cases which allow to locate the magnetopause that otherwise can be obscured by
field line merging. Magnetopause currents and cross-tail currents in quadrupolar
configurations are contrasted with the tail current system in the present-day dipolar
magnetosphere. Interplanetary magnetic fields with a nonzero component perpendicular to
the solar wind flow are found to have a much stronger effect on the global magnetospheric
configuration than a purely parallel or antiparallel IMF. Since a quadrupole field is
more structured than a dipole field, conditions that favor field line merging at the dayside
are met regularly in quadrupolar magnetospheres. Solar wind-magnetosphere coupling
triggered by reconnection should thus be persistent rather than strongly controlled by solar
wind parameters. The investigation presented in this report is part of a multi-institutional
collaboration to model the effects of geomagnetic polarity transitions on the Earth’s
environment in space and the upper and middle atmosphere. INDEX TERMS: 2740
Magnetospheric Physics: Magnetospheric configuration and dynamics; 2784 Magnetospheric Physics: Solar
wind/magnetosphere interactions; 1503 Geomagnetism and Paleomagnetism: Archeomagnetism; KEYWORDS:
paleomagnetosphere, MHD simulation, geomagnetic polarity reversal, quadrupole magnetosphere,
magnetospheric current system, magnetic field topology
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1. Introduction
[2] The Earth’s magnetosphere results from the interac-
tion of the solar wind with the geomagnetic field generated
in the planetary interior. It has become textbook knowledge
[e.g., Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997] that magneto-
spheric activity and dynamics are controlled by variations
of solar wind parameters like the dynamic pressure and the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). In particular, magnetic
substorms can be understood as global reconfigurations of
the magnetospheric topology from closed to open type
[Dungey, 1961] triggered by a change in IMF orientation.
Of key importance in this context is the concept of recon-
nection or field line merging. For a recent review on
reconnection, see Haerendel [2001] or Priest and Forbes
[2000].
[3] If compared to effects of solar wind variability,
temporal changes of the internal geomagnetic field can be
safely disregarded on timescales of the order of decades.
On archeological timescales, however, the Earth’s dipole
moment can vary by a factor of two [Merrill and McElhinny,
1983; Jacobs, 1994]. The currently observed decrease of the
dipole field strength of about 1% in 20 years is also
indicative of such a variability. The effects of a changing
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dipole moment on various magnetospheric regions like the
magnetopause, the plasmasphere, and the ring current region
were studied by Siscoe and Chen [1975] who coined the
term ‘‘paleomagnetosphere.’’ These aspects were further
developed in a comparative study of planetary magneto-
spheres [Siscoe, 1979]. Vogt and Glassmeier [2001]
addressed the consequences for large-scale current systems
to provide scaling relations for quantitative magnetospheric
models.
[4] On geological timescales, even stronger geomagnetic
variations take place. The most dramatic changes of the
internal geomagnetic field are called polarity transitions or
field reversals because then the Earth’s dipole axis changes
its orientation by about 180. Paleomagnetic measurements
indicate that the duration of a polarity transition event is of
the order of several thousand years. The topology of the
transition field is still a matter of debate among paleomag-
netists [Merrill and McFadden, 1999]. A convenient means
for putting (local) paleomagnetic records taken at different
sites into a global context is the VGP (virtual geomagnetic
pole) representation: a single magnetization direction mea-
surement allows to uniquely construct a centered dipole axis
that would lead to this particular measurement at the
observation site, and the VGP is defined as the intersection
point of the constructed dipole axis with the Earth’s surface
[Merrill and McElhinny, 1983]. Accordingly, a magnetiza-
tion profile can be associated with a whole sequence of
centered dipole axes and a path of VGPs. If a reversal was
recorded, this procedure yields a VGP path from one
hemisphere to the other, which suggests that the dipole axis
should reside around the geographical equator for some
period of time, and this is indeed a conceivable transition
field configuration. In the paleomagnetospheric context this
scenario was addressed by Saito et al. [1978], who showed
that strong diurnal variations can be expected even for quiet
solar wind conditions because of the Earth’s rotation. This
type of paleomagnetosphere is investigated in detail by
means of MHD simulations in a companion paper [Zieger
et al., 2004].
[5] Although paleomagnetic records can be uniquely
represented in terms of VGP paths, there is no compelling
evidence for interpreting the data in terms of pure dipole
fields. Many different geomagnetic field configurations can
lead to the same local magnetization sequence. In particular,
higher-order multipoles have been successfully utilized in
the interpretation of paleomagnetic records [e.g., Williams
and Fuller, 1981; Clement and Kent, 1985; Clement, 1991].
Furthermore, large-scale geodynamo simulations [e.g.,
Glatzmaier and Roberts, 1996] also indicate that higher-
order multipoles should significantly contribute to the
Earth’s core field during polarity transitions. The resulting
magnetospheric structure has not yet received very much
attention. Siscoe and Crooker [1976] looked at the location
of the auroral zones in a quadrupolar magnetosphere.
Rishbeth [1985] discussed principal features that might exist
in a quadrupolar paleoionosphere. Vogt and Glassmeier
[2000] studied the location of trapped particle populations
in a quadrupolar paleomagnetosphere. The few quantitative
models of quadrupolar magnetospheres that exist are
either two-dimensional [Leubner and Zollner, 1985; Biernat
et al., 1985; Starchenko and Shcherbakov, 1991] or highly
(spherically) symmetric [Willis et al., 2000]. A quantitative
three-dimensional model that treats the dipolar and the
quadrupolar as well as the mixed case in a more realistic
geometry has been developed at the TU Braunschweig
[Stadelmann, 2004].
[6] This report is supposed to investigate the electrical
current systems and the magnetic field line topologies of
quadrupolar magnetospheres by means of MHD simula-
tions. We proceed as follows. First, we explain the chosen
methodology (section 2) and which parameters are varied in
this study, namely, the IMF orientation and the topology
parameter of the internal geomagnetic quadrupole field as
well as its orientation. In section 3 we deal with axisym-
metric quadrupoles. Unlike dipolar core fields, quadrupoles
may exhibit neutral lines. Their effects are investigated in
section 4. We conclude with a brief summary in section 5
where this project is put into a larger context.
2. Methodology
[7] Magnetosphere formation depends on a number of
variables which can be loosely grouped into (1) the set of
solar wind parameters, (2) the coefficients of the internal
planetary magnetic field, and also (3) the set of atmospheric/
ionospheric parameters. Since in this study we focus on
current systems and magnetic field line topology in the
outer magnetosphere, ionospheric parameters are only
implicitly considered by imposing conditions at the inner
boundary of the simulation domain, i.e., the interface to the
planetary atmosphere, which mimic the response of a
conductive ionosphere (for details, see Appendix B). We
thus make no attempt to analyze or interpret electrical
currents close to the planetary surface. The parameter space
spanned by solar wind variables and geomagnetic field
coefficients, however, still remains highly dimensional.
Within the scope of this paper we can afford to vary a
few key control variables which are described in the
following paragraphs.
2.1. Solar Wind Parameters
[8] In order to identify the parameters that mainly control
the topologies of quadrupolar magnetospheres, it is instruc-
tive to look at the dipole case first. The size of such a
magnetosphere is mainly controlled by a single hydrody-
namic solar wind parameter, namely, the kinetic energy
density or ram pressure [Martyn, 1951; Siscoe and Chen,
1975; Vogt and Glassmeier, 2001] because it is considerably
larger than the magnetic energy density of the IMF and the
thermal energy density. On the other hand, magnetospheric
topology is governed by the orientation of the IMF. As
already proposed by Dungey [1961], one distinguishes
between ‘‘open’’ type magnetospheres, where a significant
amount of solar magnetic flux and energy can enter the
geomagnetic cavity, and a ‘‘closed’’ type, with much less
solar wind-magnetosphere coupling. These concepts are
now widely accepted in the interpretation of magnetic
substorms and have entered space physics textbooks [e.g.,
Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997]. Since in this study we
intend to focus on the topologies of quadrupolar magneto-
spheres, we keep hydrodynamic solar wind parameters like
the ram pressure fixed. Only the orientation of the IMF is
varied. Zero field conditions are chosen as a reference case,
and then the effects of different orientations with respect to
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the solar wind flow direction are studied: parallel, antipar-
allel, perpendicular, and oblique.
[9] Such a reference case is very useful for magnetopause
identification. By definition, the magnetopause separates
planetary magnetic field lines from the IMF. This concept is
strictly applicable only if planetary and solar wind magnetic
field lines do not connect, i.e., in closed magnetospheres. In
the presence of field line merging which yields open
magnetospheres, the magnetopause is no longer unambigu-
ously defined. Hence for a given internal quadrupole field
configuration, we first identify the magnetopause in the zero
IMF case with the location of the last planetary magnetic
field line and find the associated Chapman-Ferraro currents.
This current system persists structurally for nonzero IMF
even if some interplanetary magnetic lines merge with
terrestrial ones.
2.2. Geomagnetic Field
[10] The internal geomagnetic field parameters form the
second set of variables which control magnetosphere for-
mation. The size of a dipolar magnetosphere depends on the
(scalar) dipole moment whereas magnetospheric topology
changes with the dipole axis orientation [e.g., Zieger et al.,
2004]. Therefore with an axisymmetric quadrupole as the
core field, we expect the size of the magnetosphere to be
controlled by the magnitude of the quadrupole moment. The
topology should change with the orientation of the quadru-
pole symmetry axis. We consider orientations parallel and
perpendicular to the solar wind flow.
[11] A general quadrupole field can be described using
five parameters, e.g., the five coefficients of a spherical
harmonics expansion or the five independent components of
a quadrupole tensor in cartesian representation (note that
quadrupole tensors are symmetric and have zero trace).
Through tensor diagonalization it can be shown [Vogt and
Glassmeier, 2000] that three out of these five degrees of
freedom control the orientation of a general quadrupole
field, one determines the absolute field strength, and the
remaining one can be interpreted as a quadrupole topology
or ‘‘shape’’ parameter h in the range [1, 1] (for details, see
also Appendix A). The axisymmetric case is given by h = 0.
The extreme cases h = ±1 yield quadrupoles with neutral
lines which are addressed in section 4. The field lines for the
axisymmetric configuration h = 0 and the neutral line case
h = 1 are sketched in Figure 1. For details about the
topological distinction between quadrupolar fields and
implications for drift orbits of trapped particles the reader
is referred to Vogt and Glassmeier [2000].
2.3. Model
[12] The MHD simulation code BATS-R-US used in this
study was developed at the University of Michigan. It
solves the ideal MHD equations on a self-adaptive grid to
yield high resolution at magnetospheric boundaries. Since
this study aims at a topological classification of magnetic
field lines and current systems of quadrupolar magneto-
spheres in terms of the parameters given above, we do not
model the full magnetospheric dynamics but present
solutions of steady-state runs. Note that it is not clear if
magnetospheres in general support strictly stationary solu-
tions [Erickson and Wolf, 1980]. Adiabatic convection from
the tail to the inner magnetosphere has been argued to yield
such large pressures that the term ‘‘pressure balance incon-
sistency’’ was coined and suggested as a key element in
substorm evolution. This question clearly requires some
more attention: it not only affects steady-state simulations
(which are frequently used to describe magnetospheric
phenomena) but also basically all quantitative magneto-
spheric models because they typically disregard the time
dimension. Within the context of this work, however,
steady-state solutions of MHD simulations (possibly sup-
ported by some unavoidable numerical dissipation, see
below) are expected to produce at least a set of represen-
tative average magnetospheric configurations which allow
to aim at a first topological classification of quadrupolar
magnetospheres.
Figure 1. The two classes of quadrupole fields used in this study. (left) The shape parameter h = 0
corresponds to an axisymmetric quadrupole. (right) The case h = 1 yields a quadrupole with four poles,
and a neutral line is located perpendicular to both polar axes.
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[13] In accordance with the supersonic and superalfvénic
solar wind, the outer boundary conditions in the simulation
box were set to inflow or outflow, and the inner boundary
condition (at the planet) used here corresponds to a highly
conducting ionosphere. In each case the magnitude of the
planetary quadrupole was chosen such that the resulting
maximum surface field strength was 10% of the present-day
value. The basic features of the BATS-R-US code including
the set of underlying equations and the solution strategy are
briefly summarized in Appendix B. A detailed description
can be found in the work of Powell et al. [1999].
[14] Magnetic reconnection is a phenomenon that
requires some kind of nonideal behavior which is not
present at the partial differential equation (PDE) level of
the underlying set of equations. However, it is well known
that discretization in general introduces dissipation and
dispersion into the system. Various factors like grid resolu-
tion or the type of PDE solver influence the amount of
numerical dissipation present in the simulation code, and
valid aspects of a solution must be robust with regard to
these numerical factors. The problem studied here turned
out to be rather challenging and required some effort to
optimize the numerical grid and to go to the limit of
available computer resources in terms of memory. The
results that will be discussed in the following were obtained
on a numerical grid of more than two millions cells and a
resolution of 0.125 RE in key magnetospheric regions like
the dayside magnetopause current sheet and bow shock.
Increasing the resolution might still influence the thickness
or the extent of current sheets. However, the structure and
the locations of the current sheets as well as the magnetic
field line topology were essentially unaffected when the
total number of cells was varied by a factor of two and when
different PDE solvers or grid refinement criteria were used.
The solution aspects addressed in this study are thus
expected to be robust with regard to the grid resolution
and other purely numerical factors.
[15] We may add that the most popular global magneto-
spheric MHD codes, including the BATS-R-US code used
in this study, have been compared against each other and
also reasonably well validated against a variety of spacecraft
and ground-based measurements [e.g., Janhunen et al.,
1995; Lyon et al., 1998; Fedder et al., 1998; Raeder et
al., 1998; Winglee and Menietti, 1998; Gombosi et al.,
1998; Raeder et al., 2001; Slinker et al., 2001; White et
al., 2001; Siscoe et al., 2002; Kabin et al., 2003; Rae et al.,
2004; Ohtani and Raeder, 2004; Nakata et al., 2004].
2.4. Graphical Representation
[16] We use two types of diagrams in the following
sections.
[17] 1. Magnetic field lines in selected cross sections of
the three-dimensional simulation domain are shown on the
diagrams of the first type (Figures 2, 4, 5, and 7). Back-
ground colors (filled contour representation) indicate
regions where electrical currents flow perpendicular to these
planes: currents into the plane are indicated by red/magenta,
currents out of the plane are indicated by yellow/green, and
current values close to zero are indicated by cyan. (In the
grayscale versions of these figures, red/magenta is replaced
by white, yellow/green is replaced by dark gray, and cyan is
replaced by light gray.) Note that the magnetic field lines
shown in the diagrams are only meant to visualize the
magnetic topology; therefore the density of field lines is
not indicative of the magnetic field strength.
[18] 2. Current vectors projected onto the plane x = 4 RE
(perpendicular to the solar wind flow direction, magnetotail
region) are displayed on the diagrams of the second type
(Figures 3 and 6). To visualize the regions of current flow
better, the magnitudes of projected current vectors are
drawn using a logarithmic color scale.
3. Axisymmetric Quadrupoles
[19] All simulations in this section were carried out with
an axisymmetric quadrupole as the internal magnetic field,
i.e., the quadrupole shape parameter h = 0. The orientation
of this field with respect to the solar wind can be conve-
niently characterized through the angle between the sym-
metry axis and the solar wind flow direction. We discuss
first the pole-on configuration where the symmetry axis is
parallel to the solar wind flow. In a second subsection the
equator-on configuration is addressed, here the symmetry
axis is perpendicular to the solar wind flow. The solutions
for both cases and different IMF conditions are displayed in
Figures 2 and 3. As mentioned above, zero IMF conditions
(upper panels in both figures) are supposed to establish
reference solutions which allow to identify the magneto-
pause and the associated Chapman-Ferraro current system.
3.1. Symmetry Axis Parallel to the Solar Wind Flow
[20] The panels on the left of Figure 2 show simulation
results for the axisymmetric pole-on case but different IMF
conditions. The upper three solutions are axisymmetric
because the IMF component perpendicular to the solar wind
flow direction is zero. Fully axisymmetric solutions can no
longer be expected if the perpendicular IMF component is
nonzero.
3.1.1. Zero Perpendicular IMF
[21] In the zero IMF case (upper left panel of Figure 2)
the majority of magnetic field lines that emerge from the
planetary surface connect back to the Earth. Only in a small
region around the dayside pole the magnetic field lines are
draped around the whole magnetosphere, and also around
the nightside pole the emerging field lines extend far into
the magnetotail. At the nose of the magnetopause a mag-
netic singular point similar to the cusp in dipolar magneto-
spheres has formed. The magnetopause is clearly visible as
the layer of Chapman-Ferraro currents around the outermost
magnetic field line. These magnetopause currents are most
pronounced on the dayside but loose intensity in the tail
region so that there they are no longer visible in this
graphical representation. Further inward, a second sheet
current shows up at about x = 1 RE and extends far into
the magnetotail. For brevity, we refer to this sheet current as
the ‘‘outer tail current.’’ It is located between the magneto-
pause and a region of closed magnetic field lines that
emerge from the nightside quadrupolar hemisphere. Just
inside this set of field lines, a third sheet current appears in
the magnetotail which is less pronounced than the outer tail
current but clearly visible. This current may be termed the
‘‘inner tail current.’’ Note that the axial symmetry of
the problem implies that all currents flow in circles around
the symmetry axis.
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[22] The upper left panel of Figure 3 shows the current
vectors projected onto the plane x = 4 RE. The diagram
confirms that the magnetopause current (outermost current
vectors, clockwise rotation), the outer tail current (anticlock-
wise orientation of current vectors), and the inner tail current
(innermost current vectors, clockwise rotation) are indeed
three separate current systems.
[23] The second panel on the left-hand side in Figure 2
shows that the magnetospheric field line topology does not
change much with respect to the zero IMF case if the solar
wind carries an embedded magnetic field oriented parallel to
the flow direction. Basically, all terrestrial field lines still
connect back to the Earth, field lines close to the dayside
pole are draped around the magnetosphere, and those close
to the nightside pole are stretched into the far tail. Inter-
planetary magnetic field lines follow the solar wind flow
around the magnetosphere and do not connect to the Earth.
This means that this configuration can be considered as a
closed-type magnetosphere. The dayside singular cusp-like
point is still there because the solar wind field and the
terrestrial field are oppositely directed close to this point and
do not interconnect.
[24] The magnetospheric current systems found in the
zero IMF case are modified in intensity but remain struc-
turally unchanged. Two additional current systems can be
seen outside the magnetopause that both are associated with
Figure 2. Axisymmetric quadrupolar core fields: magnetic field lines (solid) and y component of
current density (filled contours) in the plane y = 0. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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the distortion of interplanetary magnetic field lines as the
solar wind flows around the magnetosphere. The outermost
current system is caused by the kink in magnetic field at the
bow shock which suggests the term bow shock current.
Inside of the bow shock, the magnetic field tends to bend
backward to its asymptotic parallel direction. This yields a
current system that flows opposite to the bow shock current,
and it may be termed the magnetosheath current. The two
Figure 3. Axisymmetric quadrupolar core fields: current vectors projected onto the plane x = 4 RE.
See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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nonmagnetospheric current systems are visible in second
left-hand panel of Figure 3 as the two outermost current
regions. As before in the zero IMF case, the two innermost
current systems are the inner tail current and the outer tail
current. The magnetopause current has a sense of rotation
opposite to the magnetosheath current but is too weak to be
resolved in this figure.
[25] If the IMF is antiparallel to the solar wind flow (see
the third panel on the left in Figure 2), the configuration
favors field line merging in a small region around the
dayside pole which implies that the singular cusp-like point
has vanished. However, the magnetospheric configuration
as whole remains again essentially unchanged. If compared
to the parallel IMF case, the bow shock current and the
magnetosheath current now have the opposite sense of
rotation. This implies that the magnetopause current merges
with the magnetosheath current and forms one thick current
layer. This can also be seen in the third panel on the left-
hand side of Figure 3.
[26] Note that in these simulations the poles on the
symmetry axis of the internal quadrupole were divergent
(whereas the geomagnetic equatorial plane located at x = 0
was a field line convergence region). Since the field line
topology only depends on the relative orientation of the
IMF and the internal field, the convergent pole and anti-
parallel IMF case yields the same field line pattern as the
divergent pole and parallel IMF case. The same symmetry
argument implies that the field line topology of the conver-
gent pole and parallel IMF case is identical with the
topology of the divergent pole and antiparallel IMF case.
[27] The three IMF orientations discussed so far have led
to fully axisymmetric solutions. This is no longer the case if
the IMF has a nonzero component perpendicular to the Sun-
Earth line. It should also be noted that the magnetosheath
current is a special current systems associated with purely
parallel or purely antiparallel IMF. If the solar wind magnetic
field has perpendicular orientation, it is no longer visible.
3.1.2. Nonzero Perpendicular IMF
[28] If the IMF is perpendicular to the solar wind flow
direction, then there is always one hemisphere of a pole-on
axisymmetric quadrupole where the terrestrial field lines are
antiparallel to the IMF. This geometry yields dayside
reconnection as shown in the lower left panel of Figure 2.
Magnetic flux is transported along the magnetopause in the
upper part of this figure, and reconnection takes place also
in the tail region. The configuration in this hemisphere thus
compares to an open-type dipolar magnetosphere. As the
interplanetary magnetic field lines in the lower hemisphere
of the figure drape around the nose of the magnetopause,
they find antiparallel counterparts at the flanks of the
magnetosphere which also gives rise to field line merging.
A nonzero perpendicular IMF component thus has a much
stronger effect on the magnetospheric field line topolgy than
a purely parallel or antiparallel IMF.
[29] The Chapman-Ferraro currents on the dayside mag-
netopause still flow mainly around the Sun-Earth axis. On
the nightside, the magnetopause currents are too weak to be
resolved. The circular tail current systems in the inner
magnetosphere have transformed into a more complex and
essentially three-dimensional current configuration. Al-
though projected current vectors offer only incomplete
information about the current flow lines in such a case,
the lower left panel of Figure 3 looks as if due to the solar
wind-magnetosphere interaction associated with the field
line merging sites, the inner tail current has merged at its
bottom end with the outer tail current.
[30] If the IMF is neither fully perpendicular nor parallel
or antiparallel to the solar wind flow direction but oblique,
one might expect the resulting magnetospheric configuration
to be a mixture of the (anti-)parallel and the perpendicular
IMF cases. The two panels of Figure 4 show configurations
where the angle between the solar wind flow direction and
the IMF is roughly 45 as for the Parker spiral. The field
topology shown in the upper panel (toward sector) is very
similar to the perpendicular IMF case shown in the lower left
panel of Figure 2, and also the large-scale current systems
are in almost the same places. Analogous conclusions can be
drawn from the lower panel of Figure 4 that shows the
magnetospheric configuration if the IMF corresponds to a
Parker spiral in the away sector. Hence in this context the
parallel IMF component appears to be a less import control
parameter than the perpendicular IMF component.
3.2. Symmetry Axis Perpendicular to the
Solar Wind Flow
[31] Now we turn our attention to a different category of
quadrupolar magnetospheres, namely, those where the sym-
metry axis of an axisymmetric internal field is oriented
Figure 4. Axisymmetric quadrupolar core fields, oblique
IMF: magnetic field lines (solid) and y component of
current density (filled contours) in the plane y = 0. See color
version of this figure at back of this issue.
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perpendicular to the solar wind flow. Here the Sun-Earth
line is parallel to the geomagnetic equator, so we refer to this
configuration briefly as the ‘‘equator-on case.’’ Although at
first glance the geometry seems similar to the present-day
dipolar magnetosphere, there are essential differences in the
topologies because in the geomagnetic equatorial region the
quadrupolar field lines are radial instead of tangential. Note
that this internal field geometry does not yield axisymmetric
solutions.
[32] The zero IMF case shown in the upper right panel of
Figure 2 yields a configuration which is symmetric with
respect to the geomagnetic equatorial plane. One finds
closed field lines in the inner magnetosphere. Open field
lines emerge from the polar caps and extend far into
the magnetotail. The outermost such field line marks the
boundary of the magnetosphere in the tail region. The
dayside magnetopause is marked by the field lines that
emerge in the region around the dayside geomagnetic
equator and connect to one of the two poles. In both the
top and the bottom hemisphere we thus find a configuration
which is topologically similar to the present-day dipolar
case. In particular, Chapman-Ferraro currents also form
vortices around the cusps. However, unlike the current flow
in the dipolar case, quadrupolar magnetopause currents
change direction at the geomagnetic equatorial plane. One
may also note that besides the two cusps, the geomagnetic
equator constitutes another magnetic singularity region
which is not merely a point but an extended line.
[33] The behavior of dayside magnetopause currents
suggests that we should find analogous similarities and
differences in the tail region where the cross-tail current is
a major characteristic in a dipolar magnetosphere. The
upper right panels of Figures 2 and 3 confirm this conjec-
ture. Two cross-tail currents show up in the quadrupolar
magnetosphere, one in each hemisphere, which both con-
nect to the magnetopause current system.
[34] The second panels on the right-hand sides of
Figures 2 and 3 show that the situation does not change
much if a parallel IMF component comes into play. In a
small region around the subsolar point on the magneto-
pause, terrestrial field lines are connected to the IMF. The
tail magnetopause current is less pronounced than in the
zero IMF case because interplanetary magnetic field lines
are parallel to terrestrial ones emerging from the polar
regions which reduces magnetic shear at the flanks of the
magnetosphere. Since the tail magnetopause currents close
inside the magnetosphere through the systems of cross-tail
currents, these current systems are also reduced in intensity.
The bow shock current and the magnetosheath current do
not change this picture, they are simply superposed to the
magnetospheric current systems and do not connect to them.
[35] The field line topology is altered if the IMF is
directed antiparallel to the solar wind flow direction. The
third panel on the right-hand side of Figure 2 shows how the
polar field lines are stretched far out into the magnetotail
and then connect back to the IMF at the dayside. The
configuration can be interpreted as the result of field line
merging initiated at the nose of the magnetopause, transport
of magnetic flux over the polar caps, and merging in the
nightside magnetosphere, which suggests that this can be
considered to be an open-type magnetosphere. The whole
process is supported by the magnetic field geometry at the
magnetospheric flanks where interplanetary magnetic field
lines find antiparallel couterparts of planetary origin. The
flank geometry also suggests that the tail magnetopause
currents and thus also the cross-tail currents should be more
intense which indeed is the case, see also the third panel on
the right-hand side of Figure 3. As in the parallel IMF case,
the bow shock current and the magnetosheath current
simply flow around the magnetospheric current systems
and do not interfere with them.
[36] As already noted before, the topological effects of
parallel and antiparallel IMF depend on the whether the
poles on the symmetry axis are convergent or divergent, and
the same statement as above can be made here.
[37] In contrast to the three IMF conditions discussed so
far for the axisymmetric equator-on quadrupole case, the
configuration for perpendicular IMF conditions (lower right
panel in Figure 2) is by no means symmetric with respect to
the geomagnetic equatorial plane. The hemisphere in the
lower part of the figure shows two reconnection sites, one
on the dayside and the other one in the tail, just as in a
dipolar open-type magnetosphere. Apart from the reconnec-
tion site in the cusp region in the upper part of the figure, the
upper hemisphere resembles more a closed-type dipolar
magnetosphere.
[38] The loss of symmetry between the two hemispheres
makes it difficult to infer the connectivity of electrical
current systems. The system of tail magnetopause currents
and cross-tail currents are converted into a three-dimensional
current configuration which cannot be unambiguously in-
ferred from the lower right panel of Figure 3. From the tail
current in the upper hemisphere, only the magnetopause
contribution seems to have survived in intensity, the cross-
tail current is at least distributed over a larger region than in
the zero IMF case. The cross-tail current in the lower part of
the figure has basically maintained its strength and its
structure but the magnetopause currents which feed this sheet
current have changed shape and are now essentially three-
dimensional and difficult to track.
4. Quadrupoles Exhibiting Neutral Lines
[39] On a spherical surface around a central dipole the
field strength varies by a factor of 2 but not more. The
situation changes significantly if higher-order multipoles are
considered. Regions of very weak field strength can appear
in such configurations, and even neutral lines (also called
null lines) may show up, e.g., in the quadrupole h = 1 case.
In this section we look at the magnetospheric configurations
that result from a central h = 1 quadrupole. We investigate
how the geometry changes with different IMF conditions
and different angles between the neutral line and the solar
wind flow direction.
[40] It should be stressed that the two-dimensional dis-
plays of field lines shown here yield only limited and
incomplete information about the magnetic topological
structure. One coordinate axis contains a pair of convergent
poles, a second one contains a pair of divergent poles, and
the third axis coincides with the neutral line. The field
configuration is thus essentially three-dimensional, and two-
dimensional cuts cannot fully represent the global geometry.
Hence we concentrate on selected aspects associated with
the occurrence of a neutral line inside the magnetosphere, a
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feature not known from the dipolar or the axisymmetric
quadrupolar case.
[41] Modeling the interaction of an h = 1 quadrupole
with a zero IMF solar wind turned out to be particularly
challenging not only because the step-like increase
of magnetic field intensity at the magnetopause must be
properly resolved. Small residual field strengths in suppos-
edly zero field regions without any dynamical effect
can easily lead to incorrect directions and thus affect the
result of field line tracing techniques (note that field lines are
usually constructed on the basis of the normalized field). In
order to indicate the regions where field line tracing is
subject to these errors, field lines in the upper two panels
of Figure 5 are dotted in those regions where the field
strength is smaller than some threshold (here chosen to be
1 nT) and are finally cut when the field strength becomes
marginal (smaller than 0.1 nT).
4.1. Neutral Axis Parallel to the Solar Wind Flow
[42] We first consider the geometry where one would
anticipate a large solar wind impact onto the magnetospheric
configuration, namely, the case where the weak field region
associated with the neutral line is directly exposed to the
approaching solar wind.
[43] For zero IMF conditions (upper left panel in Figure 5)
the existence of a neutral line is apparent from the sudden
Figure 5. Neutral line quadrupoles as core fields: magnetic field lines (solid) and y component of
current density (filled contours) in the plane y = 0. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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termination of otherwise well-behaved field lines in the tail
and at the dayside magnetopause. However, it should be
noted that this happens only in special planes like the one
displayed and the one perpendicular to it which also
contains the neutral line. Field lines which are not exactly
in such a plane simply avoid the zero field region. If
compared with the axisymmetric quadrupole case, the
dayside magnetopause stand-off distance is only very little
affected by the presence of a weak field region because
magnetic flux seems to come in from the flanks. Five
singular points can be identified on the dayside magneto-
pause: the one at the nose originates from the neutral line,
and the other four are cusp-like structures associated with
the four poles. Only two are visible in the figure plane, the
other two are located in the plane perpendicular to it. As
can be inferred from symmetry arguments, Chapman-
Ferraro currents form vortices around the four cusps.
Current flow in the tail region is shown in the upper left
panel of Figure 6. Magnetopause currents close through an
-shaped system of cross-tail currents with the neutral line
in its center which leads to an -shaped tail current
system.
[44] We now turn to the antiparallel IMF case. There are
two planes which contain the IMF direction and one of the
poles, and the first one of these (y = 0) is shown in the third
panel on the left-hand side of Figure 5. If compared with the
zero IMF case, the singular point at the nose of the
magnetopause has moved further inward, and the null field
region in the tail has vanished. Interplanetary magnetic field
lines connect to the inner magnetosphere only very little on
the dayside and are parallel to the magnetopause field at the
flanks of the magnetosphere. The resulting reduction in
magnetic shear at the tail magnetopause leads to a decrease
in intensity of the tail current system consisting of magne-
topause currents and the -shaped cross-tail currents,
see also the third panel on the left-hand side of Figure 6.
The structure of the tail current system remains basically
unchanged. The bow shock current and the magnetosheath
current have no connection to the magnetosphere. To
summarize, judging from the third panels on the left-hand
sides of Figures 5 and 6, the configuration looks very much
like a closed-type magnetosphere.
[45] This interpretation is changed if we look at the lower
panel of Figure 7. The diagram shows the configuration in
the plane z = 0 (perpendicular to the first one). The pole here
is divergent instead of convergent, which means that the
emerging field lines have opposite orientation with respect
to the IMF. The resulting configuration differs considerably.
Instead of a singular point inside the dayside magnetopause
we now find such a point in the tail region. Interplanetary
magnetic field lines are connected with the terrestrial field
over the whole magnetospheric cross-section line. Magnetic
flux penetrates through the flanks of the magnetopause
where the interplanetary field lines now find antiparallel
magnetospheric counterparts. Compared with the zero IMF
case, the magnetopause currents are more intense and so are
the associated cross-tail currents.
[46] The configuration for parallel IMF is topologically
identical with the antiparallel IMF case but rotated by 90
around the Sun-Earth line, see the second panels on the left-
hand sides of Figures 5 and 6 as well as the upper panel of
Figure 7.
[47] The lower left panel of Figure 5 displays the mag-
netospheric configuration for perpendicular IMF conditions.
In the lower hemisphere the field geometry supports cusp
reconnection which results in enhanced Chapman-Ferraro
currents. The weak field region on the dayside is shielded.
The tail current system shown in the lower left panel of
Figure 6 does no longer exhibit a clear -shaped geometry:
only the upper two legs seem to be intact, the lower two legs
and magnetopause currents now follow three-dimensional
flow paths.
4.2. Neutral Axis Perpendicular to the
Solar Wind Flow
[48] We finally look at the case of a quadrupole with a
neutral line oriented perpendicular to the solar wind flow
direction. The panels on the right-hand sides of Figures 5
and 6 show the magnetospheric field topology and the tail
currents for the IMF conditions: zero, parallel, antiparallel,
and perpendicular. In all cases the neutral line terminates at
two singular points in the upper and lower hemisphere
halfway between the Earth’s surface and the magnetopause.
Whether or not the solar wind has access to a singular point
depends on the IMF condition. The parallel IMF case
(second right panel of Figure 5) does not exhibit signatures
of field line merging, at least not in the plane which contains
the neutral line shown here. For the antiparallel IMF case
(third panel on the right-hand side of the same figure), on
the other hand, basically all planetary field lines in the plane
y = 0 connect to the IMF. The perpendicular IMF case
(lower right panel) indicates that reconnection occurs at the
dayside and in the magnetotail.
[49] The zero IMF case shown in the upper right panel of
Figure 5 seems to indicate that four current systems are
present in this plane. The outermost current system must be
the Chapman-Ferraro current on the magnetopause which
should coincide with the outermost magnetic field line,
however, field line tracing in this region is hampered
by small field values as explained above. However, the
upper right panel of Figure 6 reveals that the dominant
part of the tail current system is flowing outside the y = 0
plane in the form of two banana-shaped closed current
systems on either side of that plane. Each current system
consists of a cross-tail part and a magnetopause part. The
second and third panels of Figure 6 show that the tail
current system remains structurally intact if parallel or
antiparallel IMF components are present. As for the
parallel neutral line orientation and also for the axisym-
metric quadrupole case, bow shock currents and magneto-
sheath currents are flowing around the magnetosphere
without connecting to the inner part. The tail current
system becomes significantly distorted if perpendicular
IMF components are present, the two banana-shaped
current systems are still partially intact but now connect
to each other and are essentially three-dimensional.
5. Conclusions
[50] This study is supposed to provide a first classifica-
tion of large-scale current systems and magnetic field
topology of quadrupolar magnetospheres. We considered
the influence of three factors, namely, the shape parameter
of the internal quadrupole field, its orientation relative to the
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solar wind flow direction, and the orientation of the IMF.
Owing to the limited scope of this paper, for each factor
only very few values could be chosen. Thus we did not
yield a complete classification; nonetheless, this study
allows to identify some principle structural features in
quadrupolar magnetospheres. The results show that all
factors have considerable influence on the global magneto-
spheric configuration.
[51] Of the two topologically different quadrupole fields,
the axisymmetric (h = 0) case yields features which are in
many ways similar or at least analogous to dipolar magneto-
spheres. In both hemispheres of the h = 0 equator-on case
Figure 6. Neutral line quadrupoles as core fields: current vectors projected onto the plane x = 4 RE.
See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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(where the quadrupole symmetry axis is perpendicular to
the solar wind flow) current flow is very similar to the
present-day dipolar configuration: one finds a dayside
magnetopause current vortex around the cusp combined
with a tail current system consisting of a magnetopause
current and a cross-tail current. The h = 0 pole-on case
yields two circular tail current systems in addition to the
magnetopause current, this compares nicely with the circu-
lar tail current identified by [Zieger et al., 2004] in simu-
lations of pole-on dipolar magnetospheres. If compared with
the results of zero IMF reference cases, purely parallel or
antiparallel IMF components do not affect much the field
line geometry and the large-scale current systems. In par-
ticular, the bow shock current and the magnetosheath
current (the latter appears to be pronounced only if there
is no perpendicular IMF component) simply flow around
the magnetosphere and do not interact with it. Nonzero
perpendicular IMF components affect the magnetospheric
configuration much stronger. In both the pole-on and the
equator-on case there is always one hemisphere at the
dayside where the field geometry supports reconnection at
the dayside. This yields large-scale transport of plasma and
magnetic flux over one of the poles and subsequent tail
reconnection, analogous to the classical dipolar field line
merging scenario. However, in a quadrupolar magneto-
sphere only one hemisphere is affected which suggests that
solar wind-magnetosphere coupling through reconnection,
albeit more or less persistent, should happen on a smaller
scale.
[52] Although field configurations are essentially three-
dimensional, and many aspects do not compare well with
the dipolar case, similar conclusions can be drawn for h = 1
magnetospheres. Tail magnetopause currents close through
more complex cross-tail currents. Purely parallel or antipar-
allel IMF components do not change the magnetospheric
configuration as much as perpendicular IMF components
do. In general, weak field regions that originate from a
quadrupolar core field become shielded in the process of
magnetosphere formation. This suggests that the influx of
high-energy particles into such regions should be less
pronounced than expected from the geometry of the the
core field. As in the axisymmetric quadrupole case, for any
perpendicular IMF orientation the interplanetary magnetic
field lines find antiparallel counterparts of planetary origin
on the dayside of h = 1 quadrupoles. As a result, field line
merging should also occur very frequently but on possibly
smaller scales. Paleomagnetospheric dynamics should thus
be persistent rather than strongly dependent on the IMF
orientation and intermittent like in dipolar magnetospheres.
[53] Studies of paleomagnetospheric processes do not only
contribute to fundamental magnetospheric science. Since the
magnetosphere acts as a filter for high energetic particles of
solar or cosmic origin, geomagnetic polarity transitions are
supposed to strongly affect fluxes of such particles into the
upper atmosphere. Solar protons may cause ozone depletion
events [Stephenson and Scourfield, 1992]. Possible associa-
tions of high energetic particles with cloud coverage
and relationships between solar activity and climate have
been suggested [Svensmark and Friis-Christensen, 1997].
Potential biological implications of magnetic reversals have
been discussed by Biernat et al. [2002].
[54] This project is part of a multi-institutional modeling
effort coordinated within the DFG Priority Program ‘‘Geo-
magnetic Variations.’’ MHD simulations help to identify
paleomagnetospheric configurations which are expected to
yield significant particle fluxes into the polar regions. A
particle tracing scheme developed at the TU Braunschweig
[Stadelmann, 2004] is utilized to calculate these fluxes, and
then ionization profiles in the upper and middle atmosphere
are computed at the University Osnabrück [Quack et al.,
2001]. These profiles are important input variables for an
atmospheric chemistry model implemented at the University
Bremen [Sinnhuber et al., 2003] which computes the
resulting ozone concentrations in the middle atmosphere.
Appendix A: Quadrupole Shape Parameter H
[55] Any quadrupole magnetic field can be written as ~B =













[Jackson, 1963], where r = jxj. A quadrupole tensor Q is
symmetric and its trace is zero which implies that a
quadrupole field has five degrees of freedom. Following
Vogt and Glassmeier [2000], we may apply a convenient
rotation of the coordinate system to diagonalize the
quadrupole tensor and thereby eliminating three degrees
Figure 7. Neutral line quadrupoles as core fields:
magnetic field lines (solid) and z component of current
density (filled contours) in the plane z = 0. See color version
of this figure at back of this issue.
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of freedom. If we choose the x3 axis to be an eigenvector
associated with the eigenvalue q of largest absolute value,
the quadrupole tensor may be written as
q ¼ q 
 1 hð Þ=2 0 0






which defines the so-called quadrupole shape parameter
h 2 [1, 1]. The parameters q and h account for the
remaining two degrees of freedom. The field topology is
governed by h, and the field strength for a given topology is
controlled by q.
Appendix B: MHD Simulation Code BATS-R-US
[56] This section outlines the basic features of the BATS-
R-US MHD simulation code. For details, the reader is
referred to the comprehensive description given by Powell
et al. [1999].
[57] The BATS-R-US code solves the equations of ideal
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). Pressure is assumed to be
a scalar, the heat flow is zero, and the conductivity is taken
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Here r is the plasma mass density, u is the plasma velocity,
B is the magnetic field, p is the pressure, and e is the total









Note that the Earth’s gravity was neglected in the
simulations described here. The boundary conditions were
chosen to be fixed solarwind values at the inflow (maximum
x = antisunward) boundary, zero extrapolation at the
outflow (minimum x = sunward) boundary, and zero
gradient (Neumann) conditions at the y and z boundaries.
At the inner boundary representing the interface to the
planet Earth, the velocity and the radial component of the
deviation magnetic field were fixed to be zero, zero
gradients were assumed for the tangential components of
the magnetic field, and the mass density and the pressure
were fixed. Although this combination of settings cannot
represent the complexity of ionospheric physics, simulation
runs of dipolar magnetospheres have proven to mimic the
response of a highly conductive ionosphere and to
reproduce basic features of equatorial convection.
[58] The BATS-R-US simulation code solves the set of
ideal MHD equations in dimensionless form using approx-
imate Riemann solvers on adaptive grids. Different types of
Riemann solvers are implemented (Roe, Linde, Rusanov).
Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) allows to make efficient
use of computational resources: physically interesting
regions (discontinuities, current sheets, steep gradients)
can be resolved in sufficient detail without necessarily
increasing the grid resolution in other parts of the simulation
domain.
[59] In the paleomagnetosphere simulations described in
this paper, current sheets were the key regions of interest, so
refinement was based on the quantity r  ~B. The simula-
tion domain [32 RE, 32 RE]3 was divided into about
35,000 blocks of 43 cells each, yielding a total number of
more than 2 million cells. The size of the cells varied from
0.125 RE to 8 RE. Figure B1 shows the grid structure for one
of the simulation runs.
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Figure 2. Axisymmetric quadrupolar core fields: magnetic field lines (solid) and y component of
current density (filled contours) in the plane y = 0.
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Figure 3. Axisymmetric quadrupolar core fields: current vectors projected onto the plane x = 4 RE.
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Figure 4. Axisymmetric quadrupolar core fields, oblique IMF: magnetic field lines (solid) and
y component of current density (filled contours) in the plane y = 0.
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Figure 5. Neutral line quadrupoles as core fields: magnetic field lines (solid) and y component of
current density (filled contours) in the plane y = 0.
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Figure 6. Neutral line quadrupoles as core fields: current vectors projected onto the plane x = 4 RE.
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Figure 7. Neutral line quadrupoles as core fields: magnetic field lines (solid) and z component of
current density (filled contours) in the plane z = 0.
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